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The curious newsletter for tinkering minds! 

Kindergarten
Unit 4: Introduction to Sequence & Algorithms

K computer scientists worked on recognizing
sequence as key to algorithm functioning last month.
They began to make a relationship between inputs,
outputs and algorithms. 

Students will work on debugging each other's
algorithms and tracing code to see which part should
be corrected. in this way they are engaging in
decomposition and abstraction, two of their
foundational computational thinking skills. 

Did You Know?
 

You can use coding
mats to reinforce
early childhood

concepts such as
phonics, numeracy, or

even community! 
 

Try it out free here
with BeeBot Online! 

 

First Grade
Unit 3b: Introduction to Algorithms & Programming: 
Application of Programming Concepts in Scratch Jr.

In March, students created digital stories that applied algorithmic
understandings drawing on their ELA and Writing skills. This month,
students will now work on utilizing for loops and "infinite" loops, and a new
event trigger in addition to their previous knowledge base. 

Loops reinforce understandings of repeated addition, patterns and
multiplication conceptualization. Additionally, they help children recognize
patterns and abstract rules for greater efficiency--essential elements of
critical thinking and problem solving. They will create multiple interactive
projects to practice these in different contexts this month.  

https://beebot.terrapinlogo.com/


Third Grade
Unit 4: Game Design in Scratch 

Second Grade
Unit 3b: Introduction to Algorithms & Programming: 
Application of Programming Concepts in Scratch

In March, students who completed Animate. A Name began working with a
Pitch Your Passion project in Google's CS First. That project will serve as a
base understanding of how to advocate and publicize a something
personally meaningful. 

Using that experience they will transfer that knowledge to ideate a project
that focuses on one of the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals  
to bring awareness and create a call to action. This will be an introductory
dive in to the impacts of computing on society.  

To access CS First, students must know their nycstudents.net username
and password.  If you have not yet, please make sure your child has this
taped in a folder or saved in their browser. 

Students will return to block based coding and creative computing using
Google's CS First and launch their Game Design Unit. In this unit students will
learn to manipulate their coding concepts to create various types of games
in Scratch. 

Students will learn 8 different types of game design. This month they will
start with a Gaming Story and a Racing Game. 

To access CS First, students must know their nycstudents.net username and
password. 

https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://sdgs.un.org/goals


Grade 4 & 5
Unit 4: Introduction to Python Text Based Coding Level 1 

Use quotes and parentheses correctly
Read and respond to error messages
Use xy-coordinates as parameters
Use parameters correctly to modify 
Read and respond to error messages
Use comments to help understand parameters

Computer scientists in grades 4 & 5 will begin their introduction to text based
programming language called Python.  Python has a variety of industry
applications and a more familiar English like syntax that makes it perfect for
beginner programmers! 

Students will begin familiarizing themselves with their editor by completing the
Introduction to Programming module. In this module they will cover: 

After successful completion of the module they will begin the Python Level 1
Course where each lesson requires a unique project deliverable to
demonstrate application and understanding. 

https://www.python.org/success-stories/
https://www.python.org/about/apps/

